The Original One-Step Seedbed Prep Tool for Golf Course Building and Renovation

The Bottom Line

It’s all about the bottom line. Cherrington Screeners and Stone Pickers are designed to make you money. With a Cherrington, you can do all the final prep work in one profitable pass: loosen the ground, pick rocks and roots, and immediately return screened topsoil for a perfect seedbed.

Versatility and Broad Earnings Potential

Cherrington Screeners and Stone Pickers are versatile and will bring you job opportunities both on and off the golf course construction site.

Whether you need to pick rocks up to 10” in diameter or do finesse sand screening down to 3/8”, a Cherrington Screener efficiently handles the challenges of varied applications. A Cherrington is a valued piece of equipment in any contractor’s fleet. (see also reverse side)

New! Pre-Screening Powered Roller

Cherrington now offers an optional pre-screening powered roller for soil preparation. This truly makes the Cherrington a one-step seedbed prep tool.

The hydraulically powered roller with hydraulic depth control is an option on Models 4600, 4500, and 400 series. It can be raised when not in use.

The roller has carbide teeth for tilling compacted ground and leaving a granular seedbed for immediate screening and removal of rock, roots, sod and old turf.

Let us show you the “proof in the seedbed” and you will quickly see how a Cherrington Screener will cut job costs and add to your bottom line.

Cherrington Results: The Perfect Seedbed

You have to see to believe - call for a demo today!

Cherrington Screeners & Stone Pickers
(800) 966-1588 or (701) 952-0226

www.cherrington.net
International Delivery, Training and Service
Cherrington Screeners and Stone Pickers have proven themselves on landscape sites, golf course construction/rebuilding, horse tracks and, most famously, beaches of all kinds including beach building projects. Cherrington offers a full-line of one-pass screening equipment to meet your jobsite challenges - self-propelled, tractor and compact models.

The following photos show the results in the hopper from Cherrington Screeners at work, including rocks, wood, roots, litter, shells, seaweed and artillery shells.

Cherrington Screeners and Stone Pickers
What do you need removed from your job site?